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-This report summarakies the reLults'of a natioAvide.
su ey of ;the sathematicarahiilitY cif young Aiericans at four 'age '.

lev ls: --yearToids, 13-year-olds, .17-year-oldp, and young adulti'
ge 26-35. The studysKas conducted, during the 1972 -7.3 sdhOol:year by
he National Assesssevr'gf'Eduaational BrogresS (NAEP)..The. ,

n

ath _statics assessment_included six major content areas: numbers and '
4

umeration, neasvement, geometry,
',

variables and relationships,
probability and statistics, and consumer:mathematiCs. Each chapter
summdrizes results for.oFe content area and indicates.trends in
ability ii4ustrated by results for selected exercises. ,Concepts from.
all content areas are usually. introduced at the elementary level and
are then reinforced and expanded at higher age levels. In addition to
age levels, the assessment also Provides reshlts for the folloirpg.
groups.within the national pOpulation: sex, race, region of the
countiy level of parental education, and size and type of comtunIty.
Results for the different population groups are-not given foi each
content area but are discussed in the data summary from all content
areas. a 4
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FOREWORD

The National Assessment of Educational Prog-

ress (NAEP)'is an informationlathenng proj-
ect that surve,ys the educational attain4nents,
of 9-year-olds, i32year-olds, 17-year-olds'and
adults (ages 26-35)in 10 learning areas: art,
.career and occupational develOpment, citizen.
ship, lithratike, mathematics, music, reading,
scietice, social studies and wnting. Different

-11
learning are are assessed every year, and all
areas ate riodically 'reassessed .in ord6r 'to
measure educational change.

1

Each assessment is
.
tire product 'of several,

years' work' by 'a great many educatort, schol-
ars and lay persqris from-all over the country.
Initially, these people design objectives for
each area,- proposing specific goals that they
feel Americans should be achieving, in the
QD urs. e of their education. After4careful re-

, views, these objectives are then given to

- exercise (item) writers; whose task it is to
' create' Measurement tools appropnate to the

, objectives. .

1
I

t

I

When . the. 7elePrgises have passed extensive
reviews . by subject-matter specialists alkif

meastfrenierit experts, they are administered
to probability-samples from various age levels.
The .people\vho compose these samples are
chosen in such a way that the results of their
assessment can be -generalized to an entire
national population. That is, on the. bas,is of.
the performance of about 2,500 .9-year-olds ,

on a given exerciser we ca generalize about
the probable performance of all 9-year-olds in

tIne nation.

National Assessment agp publishes a' general
informition yearbook that deicribes all major:.

aspects' of the Assessment's operation. Tie
; reader who' desires more detailed information

about how NAEP defines its groups, prepares
and scores its exercise, designs its "samples.

and %analyzes 'and reports its results should
consult the (Jeneral Information Yeaibooki

Report 03/04-GIY.

I
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Dunng the 1972-73 school year, the Na.
. tional :As,sessmenf .of Educational Pfogress

ils;AEP) conducted a .nationwide survey of the
mathematical ability of young Ameneans- at
four Age leireLs 132yiar-olds,
17-year-olds and young adults ages 26-35.1
The mathematics assessment included six

major content areas: numbers and numera-.
measuremipt, geometry. vafiables and

Yellasicfnships, pffibability and statistics and
consumer mathematics. These conteht:areas
covered ,most of the topics ordinarily taught
m general mathematics classes and some gf
the' concepts encountered elementary
algebra. Very fetv exercises required mathe-
matics courses beyond elernentarralgebra.

This report provides an overview of results for
the entire mathematics assessment. The intent
of this volume is'not sto provide an exercise--
by-eNercise review of results, but to indicate
trends m ability illustrated by results for
selected exercises.

Each chapter summarizes results for one
content area. The arrangement of the content
areas in this report does no14, signify their
relative importince or the order in which they
commonly appear in a school curriculum.
Concepts from all the content areas are
usually introduced at the elementary, level and

are then reinforced and expanded as students
'mature.: Fos example, in geometry, 9-year-
olds might be expected to name a rectangle

and a triangle, while 17.year-olds and adults
might be asked to apply the Pythagorean
theorem.

The reader desiring information tetout specific
National Assessment data-collection procedures
should consult the General Information Yearbook.
Report 03'04-GlY (Washington, D.C. Government
Pnnting Office. 1974)

The mathematics curriculum, like that of
many other learning' areas, underwent sub-
stantial revisions in the decade of the sixties.
New terms were introduced; topics such as
algebra and geo.netzy were presented in the
elementary grades, and the reasoning behind
mathematical operations was explained to
students. National As5esment took account
of these revisions in planning its'asSessinent ,4

'aiid meishrecr achievement in both "modern-
math" and' t`tkaditional-math" topics and

'terminology. The exercises `concerned with
modem -math ooncep/ts indicate the 'number -

of people,familia-with such.Concepts, but the
assessment data are not intended to support

' tomparisonS of curriculior teaching methods:

In designing the measurement instrument for
the mathematics assessment, National Assess-
ment inchidecl sore e variations from the typi-
' cal paper?and-pencil mathematics test.,7AI-
thotgh the majority of the' exercises were
printed in booklets and administered to//7

groups of 8 to 12, people, some ekersiseS were
given on an individual basis.."Ifidividual"
exercises were used to elicit responses That
would be difficult to observe in a group.
situation. .In mathematics, these exercises
were often used to observerthe process that a
person used to solve a problem.

Many of the mathematics exercises were
open-ended (fill in the blank) rather than
multiple-choice. The responses 'to the open-
ended. exercises were 'tabulated in ,various
scoring categories. These categories revealed
percentages of people making particular errors
and thus provided some diagnostic informa-
tion about common mathematical mistakes,
Responses that could not be placed in any of
the error categories were.placed in a category

called "other Tuiacceptable." Respondents
were instructed to write the words "r don't

0
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know" on the answerlmefir to finial the oval
beside the "I don't knovi" choice if they felt
they- did not knowthe answer to a problem.

Approximately one-half of the exercises
administered in a learning area for a given
assessment year are released or madpvailable
for publication. The 11,nreleased exercises are
kept secure w that they can be reassessed in a
future assessment to measiire changes 'in
ability levels, In _this-report, results for both
released_ and iurgeleased exercises are dis-
ettiea; however, actual exercise text appears
only for released exercises. ,
National Assessment reports national percent-
ages of success for 9-year=blds, 13-year-olds,

. .

wp

17-year-olds and young adults:. The Assess- .

ment also provides results for the following
groups within the national population: sex,
race, region of the country, level of parental',
education and. size and type of community. -;

Results for the different, population groups
are not given for each content area but-are
discussed in the summary of .data from 'all
content areas (Chapter 7 ).. s'
This report presents a general picture of
perfOrmance for the different age levels and
population groups for the entire niathematics
assessment. .Readers Should consult the math-
ematics selective reportsantlthe mathematics
technical volumes for additional information.
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CHAPTER 1

:NUMBERS AND NUMERATION

Numbers . provide a- means for quantifying
objects in a uniforrn fashion. Numeration is

.the system tised- for narnm and organizing
numbers. YOr example, al ough

'tdwords and symbols can/be Id. identify
the concept "three," , the ea of thieeness.
remains 'the -same-. Diffetent systems of num-
bers hdvingt specific Try perties, have alio beep
defined: The properties of a number- system
help toexplain 'the reasons fpi thrules' of
mathernatual operations that 'particular
system.

. I

AThe rust. secticdof this otos concerns
numeral syttgm's-Ahe second, n ber systerris
and their properties; the third, theory. The
foidth section descril4 cam tstion and
pro'bieizOlvjfig Skills,. which- emand he
application 9f the concepts udeil in-. the
first,three sections. kesiirts for leentative
exet,cges Measuring abilities, wi riuthI.Ars
'and- fitirneration.,are discussed in- chapter,

. and restilts for;e11 .exercises in tine numbers
and numeration content area ax-esummarized

ttie conciniion of the 6.13aPtef. . --'-

f

Nairteral Systems.
Pifferent.methods of "naming' niimbers have

used' in different cultures over theyears.
punier:al.{ syttern. is a'ositional system
'111)bn multiples of 10. Thi;.ineans. that

position of each numeral affects it:s

se

example, the -kimez-arl equals 1 ;ithen
Id:cqte'd in the Is -column; the'Same mimerdl
'eqiials 10 when placed in the

, After stulants learn thOilme'rals frbin a to -

they can generate the. symbols for-Wager
qiiinerals using the concepts of place val4e.

,

4-

Several exercises assessed 9-year-olds' ability
to 'deal with place value. Seventy-five percent'
of. the 'nation's 9- year -olds corrdctly seleCtece 6
When asked, "Which digit is in the 10s place.
in 4,263 ?" 14X, of the 9-year-olds
identified 700..+ 60 + 2 as the proper expan-,
siOn of 762. A larger percentage, 87% at age
9,, wrote a three-digit number in Arabic

. numerals after hearing it expressed verbally.

_Respondents at the -three upper age levels

-were requested to use numerals with- a _base
.other-. thah 10. FortYtwo percent of 'the
13 -year -olds; '50% of the 17-year-olds and'
38% of the adults chose the correct)rieaning

- of 25%in a base,9 sYstem.Clieriging a base-10
number to .a base-5 number,praved ,more
sliffi.ctilt, with 18% Of the 13- year-olds, 14%
of the 17,yeir-olds' and 6*. of the adults
giving the correct answer: tr thiC,kristance.,
perceiitagea-cif StAcess Were ighest at- loc. 14

and dropped stiff at the two,upper axe..
,levels .

The. exercises in' this'sectioilkin.diCatS..fiat
approximately 75% 'of. the 9 w-year-Olds ye
40e to use concepts of place value:.fazniliar-

-s it,y t with other than 10 was not, wide- ot
spread, partie4arfy iitThe adult Wel. Vigure 1
provides a quick' coin n of results on the
exeises discusied in t section.

t

)11

,

iv

Number Systems and Properties

-Whble Nufnbtrs
_

After students -the principles of life -,After
1?urnerai systern,they be,

,Filrs to study the )::ropeFties or number sys-
.

,
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tems. The systelis of whole or' counting,.
' numbers is. the *first sysfe.qi encdunteredti

Some properties. otthis ''stein include the-,
method, of ordering numbers and the
teiice of.odd, even and pArrie iNnibers. Other,.

.- properties concern operations, with whole
numbers for example, the closure, ,associa-
tive, commutative and distributive properties
for addition and multiplication.

Over 80% of the 9-year-olds and over 95% Of
the 13-yeafzolds successfully answerect three
questions about number order. EightT-two
percent of the 9-yev-oldi and :96% of the
13year-olds knew tat 3,000,000 was greater:-

800,000c86%. arage 9 afld'97% at age 13
knew that 3,200 was greater than ,3,000 and

86%of the 9-year-olds and 98% of the
13-year-olds arranged foul two-digit numbers
in the proper order. .

C

04

t ,c.

4_.

44.

Severaexercises 'dealt with identification of-
odd, even'and prime numbers. Se,venty-eight

- percent of the 9-year-olds were able to write
at least one even number,-and 72%.could give .
at least one' odd number. Ideritificatien of
prime numbers (numbers evenly divisible only
'b themselv and one) Novas easier for 13 and (

-year-olds than for 9-year-olds and adults.
wen' a cho ce of four numbers 8% at age 9, .2 .

58% at age 13,. 69%. at age 17,41nd 20% at ,
adult correctly indicated the priine number.

..
Other assess ent iternsconcerned properties '
of operatio with whole numbers. Most 9- ,
and 13-year Ids were familiar with the ,.addi- 4-
tive and 'Plicative prpperties of zero: .
Nifiety-four cent of the 9-year-olds and

-1A. W% of 'the 3-year-olds successfully added
.zero and a gi n number; 88% at age 9 and

;94% at age 13 correctly subtracted zero from444

2
.

* 4
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a given number, and 81% at age a and 95% at.
age 13 were able to multiply a number by
zero.

At age 9, 73% indicated that they=fiderstood..
that multiplication. is a form of addition;
answgiing correctly that. 3x 5., equals,.
3,t 3 + ,3'";* 3 + 3. Over 80% at the upper three
age levels (82i at age 1348% at age 17 and
86% at adult) and 42% at age 9' knew how to
use addition to check a subttaction problem,
ilia** some knowledge of the relationship
betweenVdditipn andsulitraction.

7

. ..
Figure 2. sows results for the exercises
discussed above. Percentages of success were
high fOr the order properties and identity
properties ITIWhole numbers and lower for
identification of odd, even" and pritne mim-

Rational Numbers

'Another' number system intiodubed in the
elementary grades is tli systeni of rational
-numbers!' Rational numberi die nlimbera of
the form a,Lb where b *0. These nutnberi can
be-texpressed as fractions,_ terminating tir
repeating ctecimals o'r percents. At the 9 -year-
Old lever, students team that fractions. are
partS'of a who're; they betin to appreciate

- relative sizes'of fractions, and tliey also learn
how tO represent fractions 'in numerical
-syratiOti, At the upper age levels,.additional'
methods' of representing rational numbers

'tip decimals and percents are introduqed, and .

properties arid operations !Or .rational 'num- .

p ers are discussed.

», ,
.

-

EXHIBIT I,9- Year -Old Exercises About
Representation of Fractions ..

:
What fractional part of the fifgure below is shaded?

I

Sixty-five perceiit of the 43-year-ojcia and
81% of the 11-year-olds sucfessfully,.selected
the proper reduction of 47/5 (9 2/5). The
9-year-Old percentage of success on this eier-
Cise was low (abont 7%)..

. '
Nine-year-O" answered several questions of
the type shown in Exhibit 1.

. -

Thirtyone' percent of the 9-olds-o' ids correct-
ly identified 1','4 of a reciangg, 2/6 of a circle

'-and .2/5 our a Slightly more (376)
named V& of a rectangle. However, only 18%
"eorxectly labeled la Of a rectangle. Twenty.._
five percent of the 9- year -olds answered all of
the first 'ft:4F eiamplescceetably, 60% did
not answer any of the iterasCorrectly.

L-

, Respondents were also- 'asked to apply. the
order ptoperty to: fractional numbers.
teen percent of the 13-yearlolds,. 39% of the
1.7-year-olds and -36% of the adults knew that
.3/16" was closer to 5/32 than to 1/4, 5/16 or-
318-.Fifty-sim percent of the 4.3-year-olds and.
833 laf the 17-year-olds w successful when

.- requested. jo identify the.
.two given fractions..

Representation.of rational n ers by deci- ,

blab_ and, peroints_ was assessed
older age' le;ifeLs. The decimal .3333... was
successfully translated as, 1/3 by 12% at age
13, Al% at age 17 and' '52% -at-adult. About
two-fifths 'of the 13-year-olds-and two-thirds

*Of the 17-year-olds correctly gave the percent

0

ction between .

e three

equivalent td 175 (20%).

In addition, respondents determined the prop-
' er order for several sets of decimals. Close to
85%.-of the 13-year-olds and over 90% of the
17-yearo)ds and adults correctly'selected 5.0 ,

as grater than 6:5;0.65 arid 0.005. RerCent-,
agesof success were lower 51% at-age 13,
75%' at age 17 and 74% at .adUlt for.
ohoosing '0.022 as being smallgr than 2,002,

(0.22 or 04262. Figure 3 shows results for the
selected -exercises involvirpg rational numbers.

ti o
4*
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Identity 1/4 of a."."'
rectangle

idenufy 2/6 of a circle

identify 2/5 of a wet*.

identify 4/8 of a
Acts/de:.

identify 1/3 of a
rectangle

If 47/6* 9 2/

I

3/16 d'elc:Sast to 5/32

FIGURE 3. ResbIts forSelfcted Exercises: Rational Numbers
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how many elements on so;

FIGURE 4. Results for Selected Exercises: Set Theory
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-. Set Theory

Set theory provides a langiage.for organizing
and expres4ng mathematical concepts. Know-
ledge of the tefrninOlogy and properties of
sets is useful in understanding the properties
of nurn`r systems and forms a -foundation
for learning more advanced mathematics, foz
example, topology, advanced algebrk or calcu
lug. Exercises .about sets included in..tht
Mathematics assessment were focused upon
set erritiology and simple manipulations of
sets.

. ,
.

Nearly half of the 9:year-olds correctly an-
.

swered that there were foie el4menti in the
foilOwingeset. (6, 3, 2, 7] Forty-three per-
kent at age 13 and 55%,at age 1,, but only 5%
at ages 9 and adult, _successfully listed the

:union of two seti.--'I'he intersection of two'
sets of numbers was correctly given by 59% of
the .13-year-olds and 71%' of the 17year-olds:
Approximately one out of five 9.year-olds
property stated tha intersection of two sets of
ichool children. Figull presents results for
the four age levels for thiasc exercise§ about ;
sets.

Operations With fieal timbers
Ari.thmetiZ Computation

N '

Studenti may use the properties of number*
systems did the, principles of set theory in
learning to add, subtract, multiply and di-

. vide ,first with whole numbers, later with
rational numbers and integers. While deilelop-

04. ing co4utational skills, students also learn
problemlohrin techniques so thall,tliey, can

, apply mathematics various situat.Vtra,-
4,.

.

'
. 'Results for the .cottiP1),tatiopt: pxerds!es
Anathematisi assesstyient.ste summariied tbrief
ly in this; overview, readers desiring more ,.
detailed data on results . for mathematics
computation snould coniult the .ret)ort Math
Fundamertlali. Selected' Results From the
First, Natidnal Assesineitt'of Mather-lianas:
Report 04-MA-01.. : '

t ltRespondents at all age levels solved four
prOblems using each of the four computa-
tional opefations with whole numbers. The
problems and results fOr each- age Itvel appear

. in Table 1.. the results ahoy/ that 9-year-oids
had 'difficluty :With. multiplication and (divi-r

.1

4 e.#

.
, .

.
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7- TXBLE.I, Whrle.-t4iumber Computation ,

; 4 Add

38

Subtract

3a.
19,

!.

fultiply

38

, .D

1 2*

Diode: ;

25

1111 tour problems
",orrect

Age9 Age 13 Age r :Adult

r

more difficult: 3% at irge 13 and 68% at age :' .

17 anrw-ered-CbrrectIy.-The-acTditional 487 of .

the 13-year-olds and 24% of the 17-year-olds
multiplied correctly , but gave the -wrong sign :-

.
for their answer. %

, 94'7, 97'

. .

55 92 92,

25 83 4,
1

,

' /

15 89 93 93

J 68d 78 72

. y
.

. \ -1.stertsk znchcores4corieci answer. -
,

\ , ,sion, -which are not generally. taught,until the
\ . . .

\ third and fburth grades, bid that they were
\ :,rnore succesifur with addition and subtrae-

, \ -tion. Nearly 80% of the 9-Yeor-eldssolveit the
- \ adaition problem (which itquired renaming

\ or carrying), arfd more than half successfully .
completed the sUbtraction problem with re-
naming (borrowing). geirly 90% of the 13- .

eV-olds, and over 90% of -the -17-year-dlds

. d adUlts correctly answered the addition,
btractlon and ,,diviiion problems; percerit-

, a es of success were slightly loWer on the
Itiplication problem? given.

-

.1

\ "en-, 17-year-olds and adults completed
comp tiofi
mals an
olds and
olds. vcce
Multiplieatio

using , integers, fractions, deci-
ts. Two-thirds-of the 13-year-

fee-fourths of the 17-year;
cldec4wo negative integers.

o negative integers proved

I

7

In computing with unit fractions (fractions
with41, as the numerator); '42% of the 131
yeaeoldCanci 66% orthea17-yeat-olds added
tw'ofra:ctions accurately. Rest.Ots were highlir

for multiplying two-grit fracti-ons; with 629.
at age 13 alt4J4% at age 17 answering'
correctly. In working with decimals, 60% at .
age 13, 78% at age 17 and 74% at adult
subtracted 23.8 from2.I correctly. Percent-

_-
ages of success for multiplying two cleCimals
were 48%; for 13-:year-o1ds" and 73%' for'
17-year-olds. An additional 26% at age 13 and
16%.at age 17 midtiplied, correctly bul mis-
placed the decimal point.

-Respondents also us eratons, to
solve word, problems.. typi 9-year-old
problem is. presented in -Table 2. Forty-six
percent of the 9:year=aolds determined 'tie
ne,cey,ary, operation and multiplied q'Ic 7

correctly:.

e
. .

TABLE 2. Exercise apd,Results: :<-
9-i'iar.Old Word Problem . ' ..

, . .. . .;. .

An astronaut is to orbit the earth in a'space capsule
for seven days. If he drinks three Pints of water each
day,iiow many pints of drinking,witer will be needed
for theirip7 - .'

Age 9

Respondents answenng 21 or 21 pints' 46%

'Asterisk indicates correct answer. -

,;

Table 3 -presents a typical 'prbblem for the
three older age levels. In this Problem respon:
dents had to divide the speed by the distance
travelled to, find the answer. Approxi,inately
one -third of the '13-year-olcis and, two-thirds
of the )7- year -olds and adults solved this
problem correct1S7.

V.



. .. TABLE 3 ExecciNe ind Results:
' 13-. 17-Year-Old,and Adult North Problem

.11 John drives at an average speed of 50 miles an
lour. how man) imiirs will it take him to drne 275

,' miles?
....

. ...

5-..-1.:5 hrs 3t min . 5::--..
hrs . 5 5. etc . 33 7 b47 ("-.. .

6 - IC
,

,. * Wrote dowh,prottlem right. .t ne-orineorrect answer 15 -'" 13 8..,e t
. . Answering 5 and 25,

5 hrsant 2S., '
:1.... .11 I I

4 37

Asterisk infircates coriect answer.
rPercentages do not total 100'7 as.alle_response

. categories are not shown,.

Age 13 Age 17-'7- Adult

_.

Surigniry

.
andon exercises about ordering f ctions d

. using bases other than 10. People appear to
have a good grasp of simple add on and
subtraction ,skills, especially, at the 17-year-old,
and adult levels. Percentages of correct re-
sponses were lower on exercises requiring
other skill's; such as solving word problems or

. computing with pekehts.

Tables 4 and 5 display summary statistics for
all exercises included in the number%. and
nReration content area. Summary statistics
cannot give a complete picture of ability in a
content . area becausl by \heir nature they
`Summarize data, removing paiticular cases and
specific exceptioqs in order to describe the

.whole in a geheral fashion. However, the
r statistics presented do provide a rough gauge

of relative abilities fOrthe various age levels.

Numbers artd num*riltion include many of the
conOpts necessary for uiVeratandlpg

*rnathematies.- Lack Of ability with these con-
cepts creates a serious handicap' in using
mathematics in everyday life.

percentages of success spanned .a wide range
tan bese exercises from close to 100% on

' exercises such as 3 + 0 and 3 - 0 to under 5%.

.1

Table 4 shows the median percentages for all
exercises assessed for -a particular content area
at an age level. The median percentage is he
number above and below which half the
percentages lie when percentages of success
for all the exercises are arranged in rank
order. In Table, median percentages are first
shown for all exercises included in the num-
bers and numeration content area. Then,
median percentages, for all exercises m the

TABLE 4. Median Percentages of SuCcess Numbers and Numeration Exercises

Ntirabers and numeration (entire chapter)
median percentages of success

Number oexercises s'ummarized

Numeral systems and properties of numher
systems (Sections 1 and 2) median
percentages of success

Number of exercises summarized`

Age 9 Age 1-3

38 : 6C\

(-4) (86)'

63

(36)

'.....,
58

(41)

Operations with real numbers (Section 41
median percentages of success , \ 30 64-

Age 17, ',Wulf
`, ,

707 65'C,

c74) (44)

-,

. 65 42

(29) (16)

77 \ 75

Nurnher of exercises summarized ( X;), (40) r41): (27)

EXercises on.set theory were not summarized, thus. rkrercise totals for Sections 1. 2 and
4 do not equal the total for the enure chapter.

8
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first two actions in the chapter. Numeral
Systems and Properties of Number Sys-
tems and for all exercises in the fourth.

section Operations sWith Real Numbers
are presented so that relative performance in
the two areas can be seen. Exercises on set
theory were not summarized separately due
to the small number of these exercises in the
mathematics assessment.

It must be remembered that different exer-
cises were assessed in the different sections of
the numbers and numeration 'content area,
and the exercises may not have been of
identical difficulty. Thus, the median percent-'7.1

ages should be used as an indication df
relative performance, not as absolute figures
representing a fixed ability lever.'

Table 5 displays median percentages of suc-
cess on "overlap" exercises: National A's.sess-

...... ment uses the term overlap to designate
exercises assessed at more than one age level.

Thus, in Computing the overlap medians,
identical exercise pools are considered for the

two age levels being compared. Since the
composition of the exercise pool is held

constant, comparisons of age-level peifonn-
ance can be made. '1

Neither the overall medians nor the overlap

medians' standing alone adequately describe

performance. The medians provide a picture
of abditi s forea31 age but cross-age compari-

sons can t be made as the exercises are not
identical. e overlap medians, in contrast,
shoiv perc tages of success for identical
exercises, bu the exercises included are not
necessarily re esentative of the overall ability
level at each age. The 9-year-old. me an
percentage reflects their ability with all
year-old exercisess,the overlap medians d
not. Readers should consider -data from bot
tables in evaluating performance on the num-
bers and numeration exercises,.

As indicated in fiible 4,.9-year :old4 displayed
greater facility with tie nu*ral systems and
properties's:3f number stems than with com-
putation. At_the 13- 'd 17-year-old levels,
the advantage *as wi computational skills. -

Adults &early showed eater ability on the
cornpytatibn exercises an on the numeral . '

and number systems ixer ices.

.This does not mean that 13-, 17-yeanolds and
adults cannot Count or write numbers as well

as 9-year-olds. Respondt at the upper age
levels had greater .diffi t with Reim on.
representation, and ordering,of decimals and .
.fracti9ns and in working with 'different bases;
items that generally were not\ administere'd at

age 9.

s)

Numbers and numeration median
percentages of syccess 29% 80%

TABLE 5. Median Percentages of Success o'n'Oveilap Exercises
Numbers and Numeration' ,

40 Age 9 Age 13

Number of exercises summarized

Age 13 Age 17 Age47 Adult

ii% 72% 69%

(43) (43) (67) (67) (43) (43)

*Numbers of overlap exercises were not sufficient for 'feparate analysis of numeral
systems, properties of number systems or operations with reiil numbers.

9 r
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CHA'TER 2

MEASUREMENT ,

We use measurement to quantify many things
in our world, from the simplest to the most C
complex. 'Alie child using a 'ruler is deter-
mining the number of units in a given
distance; the scientist calculating the distance
to the moon is doing the same thingolthough
the units are defined differently and the
distance cannot be "measured" directly.

The measurement exercises that formed part
of the mathematics assessment included
recognition of various types of measurement
units and their relationships, use of measure-
ment instruments, conversion of quantities
.frtim erne unit to, another, and application of
metric geometry. The :exercises concerned
measures of tithe, temperature, weight,
length, capacity and area.

Representative 9- Year -Old Exercises

Two 9-year-old exercises concerned measure-
ment of time, one involving cale,ndar time; the
other, clock time. Forty-five percent of the
9-year-olds correctly answered ttiat the date
one week after July 4 is July 11. One-fourth,
of the 9-year-olds knew that the amount of
time between 4:25 and 5:00 was'35 minutes.

Nine-year-olds. were also asked to tell time
wfien shown a model of a clock. Ninety-six
percent of the .9-year-olds. accurately gave,the
time when the clock was let on the hour.
Approximately 80% were successful When the
'time shown was half past the hour, and 74%

.were able set the clock to indicate 15 '
minutes past the hour.

In working with several other units of meas-
urement, slightly over two-thiltis of the 9-
.

)

1

\.

year-olds determined the amount of money
equaled bygone qifarter, two nickels and four
pennies; .44% of the 9-year-olds and 84% of
'the '13-yeir-olds, correctly gave the number of
quarts in a gidlOn.

Use of Measurement Instruments

Nine- year -olds and 13\year-olds were asked to
read two measuring instruments a, thermos
meter and Et ruler. On both ex vises, percent-

. ages of success 'aried according to tie size or
the gradations involved, When shOwn'a Model -

Of a thermometer indicating a temperature
that was ) Multiple. of 10, 92% at-,age 9 'and
96% at age 13 read the temperature .correctly.
HoWever, results were lower 19% for age 9
and 55% forage when respondents' had
to use gradationsottwO degrees.

The size of the friteEvail used ;alsv faffeCted-
p,erformance on reading &ruler. Nine- year -old
and 13- year -old respOndents Were sinown four
marked' points on a rifler. Naining the four
points required the abilityc to read whole
inches, half incjies,'quarterinches and eighth
inche,s. 'PercentageS of Riccess '''on each of
these Categories are shown. in Table 6.

Reslistpcient:s at ages' grid 13 also measured
the width and length of. a board. The task
proved ,easier ,when the distance to be 'xileas-

ured was under 12inches; the difficulty was
greater when the distante Was over 12-inches
and the .ruler had to be moved. ResultS for
this exercise are arse.: shown in Table 6.

Respondents at all four age levels used a ruler,
to determine the thickness of the bottom of a
box having different internal. and external

- dimensions. The difference was in units bf

-

11
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TABLE 6. Percent Correctly Reading Vinous .

Interval Marks on a Rader
. ^
.

Read whole graie.

.!-

,e-

Read half inches

Read quarter inches

Read eighth inches

Measured v.idtg of hoac
tv.'hole inches under 121 82 41 -

.
Age 13

43\--
.

'60 83

14 54

1 25.

Measured length of boatd
I whole niche. over 12) 73

whole inches. Eighteen percent at 'age 9, 43%
at age13, 60% -at age 17 anc 64% at adult
found the correct difference.

Comparison. and Corivertion, :

Measurement Units
,

One exercise, adininister-ed at' all four 'age,
levels, examined the ability- cdmpare meas:
ureinent units. Respciiidents were asked 1.o
;determine which of tvok; amounts, giien
different units, was larger for five 'types of
ineasurement.* The exercise and" results are
shown Table 7. The .telationsiup between
feet anti 'yards-was Most obvious for *pore-.
dents St.the -three upper age levels. 13-
and 17-year-olds had the most difficulty with
the 'relationship of pounds and ounces.

'

Several items dealing with conversion of units
were adininistered at ages 13, 17. and adult.

_ .Units of time, weight, length and rapacity
were included. Results for these exercises,
which included units of time, weight, length
and capacity, are shown in Table 8. As the
table mdicates, the ability, to convert units,
with the exception of the months and years
exercise, was quite similar for different types
of measures.

,

TABLE,-13. ReiliJitsfor Five Exercises-About
Conyersi9n of Units! Agits,13,17 and Adult

,

1

.630 triontlis =,**x. years;;:c...,
sponths *. : .- 2 I

v. . I

t 6::...'S
, Nuintser of ouilclq given
number of pounds ;:,.

1 :+
. , , ,

'Number .of yard4an kiKeir .

number of feet .

Alit 134114Age 17

.

7.6%., .1

,;
43

., , .
47 ,65 '

92%

66

. si..
r ..

TABLE 7 Exeicksis and Results :. ..
Measurement Comparisons':..- - ,.. , .

Age 13 Agt 17 ..Adult'

44(7 ' ' 97.5; 96%

Age 4

,'4et 7-t:y.* at ds ' 82;

Pintc-quarts 83.

Nickels-dtmec 83

Weeks-months i4
1

Quncer politidt

6.4

. . ..

Niimsber of'pfrks in gluey' ''. , . - ,.
nurrthrer of ga : .., 4k1-f 60* .'

. . :
6'7" cursor to 844t ari .".
to 66,7:2.ot 90-m41es 66" 7.5

9°

I

.Mefrjo

t

. . . ,
Respondtm ts ,a1so used *geoinetrie, forpanlas to
careulate lneasinsementi. SeVen PerceiAof the

''''13-year-olds and slightly over :25%. -pf the .
1.7-year-Olcis and':dylts correctly foU,nd
area of a situlue'with a Per.imetei Of 12.fpches,
8eventeen-year-olds and
successful in using a gesmefrii forril,tda to
6ci the . 'Thither of galloi cans of , paint
needed to coyer-.11 48-foot x"10-foOt area.
'When, one can covered 24q square,. feet,
T.w0fifths of the'17-yeallolds andhree-fiftbs.!,
,of the dults, correctly stated that two Cans of
;paint would beeded:

92 94. 95

9'2 . 93 B9-

Si 44 .44

,85 92

12

,9

:
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Summary

RespOndenti seemed fairly successful ui"ap-
plying measureme4t4 concepts. Median per-
centages of succesi and overlap medians, are
shown inTable 9. As discussed in.Chapter'1,
overall medians for all the measurementexer-
cises should not be compared across ages since
the exercises given to each age level were not

identical. Olerlap medians,do provide a means
for age-level comparisons but are not a com-
plete 'picture of each age level's performance.
The two statistics should be considered to-
gether.

r

The median percentage of 65% for 17-year-
olds indicates that on hAf of the 29 exercises
administered to 17-year ads; ever 65% of the
respondents answered correctly. For adults,
on- half of the 29 exercises adrdinistered, over
73% responded correctly. The overall; medians:
and overlap medians for 17-year-olds and
adults are the same because the 17-year-old
and adult items in this content area were
identical.

Nine- year -olds were most successful With

simple manipulations of ',measuring 'instru-
ments. Over 90% could read' a therrnoineter

7 .

set at a multiple of le degrees and set -Clock
to an even hour; 845`4'o could use a ruler to
make a measurement in whole - liches_ Per-
centages of correct resppnses were also -high

. for comparisons of Pints' arid quarts, nickels
and dimes and feet and yards. The 9-year-dlds
had considerable difbculty in using a.fuler to
fneasure quarter and eighth inches.

Patterns of success at age 13 were similar to
these 'for 9-year-olds: Over 90% correctly
compared quantities 'of pints and qUarts,
nickels and dimes and feet and yards. Ninety-
three. percent ,successfully 'used a ruler to
measure in 'whole inches, and 83% correctly
measured half inches. Thirteen:year-olds' also

, found Measuring to eighth inches trouble-
some.

. On the majority 'of the measurement exec-
Cases, adults held an advantage over l.1-yea-
olds. AdultIerformance was furthest above-

.that of 17-year-olds 20 pelIcentsige
points on the problem about the, number of

,. cans of paint needed to cover a certain area.
Adults were,,alsb generally more successful in
making conversions from one type of unit to
another.

TABLE 9. 14e4ian..and Overlap Median Percentages of Success

r ; Measurement Exeriis

'Age
9-

.

percentages succe..- . 46%
IP

N umber of e zereses summanzed 135)

Overlap median percentages
Of succe

\ umber of exercises summarized

Age 13 "0 Age 17

. 63% . 65,%

(35) (29)

Adult

73%

(29)

Age 9 Age 13 Age 13 Age 17 Agel7 Adult

45%

(22)

7347-

(22)

;'5§.7":

09)

78% .

(19)

65%

(29)

:13 ti

73% -

(29)



CHAPTER 3

GEOMETRY

Geometry in 10 primary grades consists
mainly of learning the names of Various

shapes and figures ,and understanding the
concept of Vivo- and three-dimensional space.
Students in the upper elementary grades

- apply formulas to &ciliate perimeter, area
and volume. They, also use instruments such
as, the straightedge, compass and protector to -
construct and measure geometric figures.
Secondary school "students may a may not
study geometry further 'depending on the
mathematics courses that they tak 'The
National Assessment of Educational Progress
(NAEE)' mathematics assessment was concern-
ed mainly ,with the informal geometry en:
countered in the elementary grades prior to
fame' geonaetrk courses. Thus, no geometric
proofs were included and fey:, exercises re-

,' quired skis from specific geometry courses.

. Identification of Geometric Figures

Respondents at akfour age levels were asked
to supply the correct geometric names when
shown actual models of eight geometric fig-
ures, Percentages of correct responses for the
various objects are given in Table 10. At all
ages, percentages of success were highest for
naming the circle.

Nme-year-olds were, also asked to identify
drawings of a rectangle and a triangle. About
three:fourths of the 9year-olds identified a
drawing of a rectangle -when alternative'
choices included a parallelogram, a trapezoid .

and a triangle. Slightly less-.02%) of the
9-year-okis properly named a triangle.

Almost half of the 9-year-olds were able to

TABLE 10. Percentages of Correct Responses to
Question "What is the Name of This Figure?"

Age 9 Age 13 Age.17 Adult

'Circle 96% 95, 97% 91%

Triangle 88 .89 '.92 89

Cone 28 S4 74 72

Cylinder 3 24 53 56

Cube 4 23 41 52

Sphere 2 46 41

2 3 11 10

identify parallel lines when shown several
different' configurations ,of _lines. However,
only 18% at age 9 successfully drew a line. ,

15

3

parallel to a given line.

Approximately half of the 13-year-olds and
three-fourths of the 17-year-olds demonstrat-
ed that they knew the relationship between
the radius and the diameter of a- circle

(c1P- 2r).

About one -third of the 9-year-olds-were able"
to identify a right angle whin given the
alternatives right, amp abd obtuse. Forty-,
three percent of the 13-year-olds ana 73% of
the 17-year:olds stated correctly- that there
are;90° in the an: foimed by the hands of a
clockat 3 o'clock.

Figure 5' compares
identification ex
MI+ in Table 10,

. ,
on the geometria
tiding the.exercise

I

;

4 .*



FIGURE S. -Results fo Selected Exercises::Geometryle Identification of Georneffic Figures
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:C;tornetric Calculations

c

60% ;,, 70%

.

A91 9

A9* 13

Ago 17

80% 90% 100%

Nine- year -o$C3s had difficulty with the E.di-wept
'of perimeter in ?word problem. Anly 7%
figured out how much fepee would be needed.-
to enclose a 9 -foot X 5-foot "garden, Forty-
three pez6edi of the 9-year-olds added 9' and 5

. an/slisvor of T4, and 16% responge8 with
-"I don't know."

Seventeen-year...v.1(1s and-adults were asked
finckitlie a-of theshaded portion bf th
figirre op te ,*

-4

. a

-
Eighteen 'perceni of thoil-yearoas and 2
of thik adults did so successfully.-

exercises-required caletdation of
Wheh shown picttires of a one-inch
crite-,1" x 253-, 48% of the 9

qlds snd §.3% of the 13-yfai-olds co

qo

X

%vi-

be
ye4-
ctly..'

lk ft

regPonded that it Would take three cubes t:o
fill the crate. Nine -;13- and 17-yeir-olds were
shown a picture oia rectangular solid marked
off in cubes and asked, to determine the total
number of cubes it contained. Six percent of
the 9-year-olds, 21% of the .3-year -olds and
43% of the 17-year-olds did so successf
Fourteen percent/ at age 17 and 21% at
correctly calc ted a volume cubii-

16 .

3 0
1

ti



arnotuit of fence needed

area of shaded go rtion' of
Nun

. three one-inch cubes in
1- x 1" x 3- crate

volute of rectangular
solid

. -
orolurne in cubic feet

FtGVRE 6. Results for Selected Exe;4;ises: Geometric CalctifitionS

a

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I

r

,1

s, I 1. ,
30% 40%0 16% 20%.

I.

60% 60% 70% 90% 90% 100%

Ae 9

AG. /13

Aq 17

Adult

when ttvo dimeniions were given inn fett and

. one in inches. Figure §.displ.ns results for the
geometric-calculation exercisqs.

Use of a Protractor

Thirteen-year-olds, ,17-year-olds adults`
used a protractor to measure two acute angles

and, brie, obtuse ahgle on the two acute
angles, pekentages -6f success were 33% and
36% for 13-year-olds,, 57% 'and 60% for
17-year-olds and. 47% and 48% for 'adults.
Percentiges* of success on the obtuse angle
were the following: 31% at age 13, 5296 at age
17 and 44% at adult,

1-

Construction

Thirteen-yearold and 17-year-old respondents
were asked to perform a geometric construc-
tion bisecting an angleusirrg a straightedge

..1

f
17

3

/

and compass. Ten pereent of the 13-year-olds
and 37% of the 17-year-olds made an ade-
quate construction; 55% of the 13-year-olds
and 30% of the 17-year-olds responded with
V`don't know."1

'`'Summary

Identification of familiar;, geometric figures
7 seemed. the .easiegt part. of the geometry

rp.ssessment for respondents. & course, some
figures were a gObd deal more familiar than
others. The circle and the triangle were most

'-:often named correctly by alage levelswhile
the cube, the sphere and the ellipse proved
more difficult to identify at all ages.' . /
ti
Respondents were generelly,more successfdl
at recognizing the name ota figtlre in a list of
multiple-choice alternatives- than in recalling,
the name when shown a model of the .figtfre.
For example, 21% at age' 9, 66% at' age 13,

.

r-4
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82% at age 17 and 81% at adult correctly
selecked cylinder from a hit' 01 alternatives
when asked the qtkestfon, "Which geometric
figure is,shaped most like a (faniiliar object)?"
'In contrast, 3% of the 9-year-olds, 24% of the
18- year -olds, 53%. of, the VI-year-olds and"
565E of the adUlts named a cylinder when
shunt a plastic giodelof the figure.

-3'
X

Some of the metric geometry, exercises proved
difficult for tespondents. The Majority of
9-year-olds were 'not'able to solvelhe area and
volulhe- problems included in the assessment
under 505 at age 9 got anz of these problems
right Thirteen -year -olds also had difficulty in
calculating volume. Although 83% knew that
three oneinch cubes would ht into a crate

x 1" x 3", when shown pictures of the
respective sizes If the figures, only 21%
correctly determined the volume of a rectan-
gular solid marked in cubes. Forty-three
percent at age 17 found the volume of the

, :t

2.

rectangular solid; however, less than onfifth
at age 17 and.21 to 26% of the. adults fOund
the area of the shaded border shown tm*page
16 and correctly figured a volume m ycubnc

. feet.

. As in previous chapters, median percentages
of success and overlap percentages of success
are presented (see Table 111 to give ap idea of.
overall perforrnariee 'in the geometry content
area at each age level and to allow some
_comparison of relatge performance,of the age

-levels. As explained in 'Chapter extreme
care must .be used in interpreting these num-
bers. Both the overall and the overlap medians
should be considered in evaluating perform,
mice. It also must be rememberid that these
numbers represent success on the National
Assessmek geometry exercises, not success
on the entire stibjectibatter area defined as
"geometry."

4

TABLE 11,. Median and Overlap Median Peztentages
Geometry Exercises

Age 9

Median percentages of success 28%

Number of exercises summarized (39)

Overfsp medians percentages
of success,

Ntimber of exercises summarized

J.

Age 9 Age 13

Age 13

51%

(37

of Suctess,

.
"Age 17 -Adult

57% 53%*
-

(97) (29)

Age 13 ft:ge 17 Age 17 Adult

28% $'8% 47% -; 70% 60% 53%

(27) (27) (29) (29) (29). (291!

32

18

4
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CHAPTER A

VARIABLES ANDRELATIONSHIPS

. b ..
.

The study of variable's and relationships pro- -
vides a foundation for the study of higher.
mathematics. Variables are nessary to talk
about generarrather than particular cases. The.,
relationships between variables are important
in developing logical mathematical systems.
Topics included in the area of variables and
relationships are algebraic expressions, equat, y.

'lions and inequalities, relations, functions and

graphs, exponents and trigonometry and
mathematical logic. The problems are general-

ly of the type that would be found in
prealgebra or elementary algebra courses: The

National essment of Educational Progress
(IIAEP). di ot assess advanced mathematical-
subjects for example, matrix algebra, vector
algebra, or calculus due to the relatively
small number of people exposed to such
subjects in the schools.

Although some ideas involving variables and
their relationships are taught in the early
elementary grades, variables and their rela-
tionships are usually_ not studied in depth
until students -enter prealgebra and algebra
'ourses. These courses are generally first:
available at the seventh- and eighth-grade
levels. Thus, the assessment exercises concen-
trated upon 13- year -olds, 17-year-old and,

adult skills in using variables and relation-
ships. ti

A number of exercises were adminiStered only
to 17-year-olds. Thirteen-year-olds were not
expected to have learned the required skills,
and at was anticipated that adults might

become disCouraged if confronted by prob-
lems that thil had forgotten how to solve.
The--exercises given only to47-year:olds were

0.: designed to discover what student k-hew and
could do near the conclusion of their high
School career.

hf Algebraic Expressions

In staying algebra, students must in affect
ream an entirely new language. They discover
that a variable serves'as a replacement for any
element of a given set. They can then mem
late these variables and perform. metic

operations.

.In answer to the question "If y dollars are
shared equally among four boys, how many
dollari does each boy receive?" 12% of the
13-year-olds, 43'70 -,Rf the 17-year-olds and- -
33% 'of the adults correctly responded with
41y,, or an equivalent form. Approximately
one-fifth of the 13-year-olds and half of the
17-year-olds correctly gave the algebraic ex-
pression for the coat of two pounds of apples
at as per pound sand one pound of pears at p4
per-pound (2a + p, a + a + p, etc.). Fourteen,
percent of the 13-year-olds, 51% of the
17-year-olds and 27% of the adults success-
fully multiplied two fractions,. one of which
included a variable. At age 17, 29% apparent-
ly understood the relation of the parenthesis
and the negative sign, success
int-, the following expression
(r + s) ir - s) to find the answer 2s or s + s.

.

One exercise asked respondents to substitute
a value for a variable to find a. value of a
second - degree equation (if x = 3, x2 1 = ?). ,

Percentages of success_ for .13- and- 17-year-
olds and adults were 45%, 75%and 48%,
respectively. Two exercises dealing with high-
er-order equations, One requiring multiplica-
tion, the other demanding factorThir were
administered only to 17-year-olds. Thirty
percent completed the multiplication success-
fully; 20% gave the correct factors. ,Figure 7
shows percentages of success on the exercises
abbut using algebraic expressions.

19 $
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. diwde y dollars equally
arnoqe four boys

2 lb. apples at ail par lb.
+ 1 lb. pears at pe $.r lb.

multiply two fractions

sl lr

x (x2 - 11

multiply to obtain 2nd-
degree equation

".

- factor 2nd-degree eqUation

FIGURE 7. Results for Selected Exercises: Algebraii Expressions
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904 100%

EcitizIsions ansi I nequalitiln

The "complexity of eqtiations and inequalities
ranges rfromfiliiiig in the missing number in a
simple open .sentence to factoring quadratic
equations and beyond. with many of the
other ,topics in trip 'matitmatics assessment,
thp 't4oncepts of equations and inequalities arty
introduced lit the elemeitary. grades and
amplified in later matliethatics courses.

Ninelyear-okls were asked to give the numbif
that makes the following open senten*ce true:
3 + 0 = 10. Ninety percent were able to do
so. A similar equation, x - 3 = 7,, was solved

7

by 49% atage 9, 85% at age 13, 94% at age 17
and 81% at adult. Seventeen-year-olds were
considerably more Successful than 13-year-
olds in solving the equation 3x - 3 = 12; with
75% of the IT-year-olds. and 39% of the
13-year-olds-correctly answering 5.

A more complicated equation, requiring use
of the additive inverse to group quantities on
either side ',a the equal sign, was solved
boriecity by 40% of the 17-year -olcts arid.25%
of the adults. Half of the 13-year-olds, 70%.ot
the 17-yeiir-Olds and over half the iidurts
456%) correctly determined that if x <
x + 7 mkt be less than 11.

4 .
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Thirteen- and 17-year-olds were asked to
convert Fahrenheit temperatures to Centi-
grade- given the following information: using
the formula F = 9/5 C + 32°, what is C when
F = 770? Respondents not only had to substi-
tute into the formula but had to use the
additive and m*iplicative inverses to 'solve
the equation. There was a substantial differ-
ence in skill on this exercise between ages 13
and .17. Two percent of the 13-year-olds and
24% of the .17-year-Olds gave the correct
answer (25° C), a 22-percentage-point differ-
ence. Percentages of success for each age level
on the exercises described in this section
appear in Figure 8.

Qelations, functions and Graphs

Seventeen-year-olds showed their'understand-
ing .of functional notation in answering the
question, "If f(x) = x + 1, f(2) = ?" Two out
of five 17-year-olds correctly answered either
3 or 2 + 1.

e

A number of exercises concerned graphing of
equations. Exhibit 2 shows an exercise aslcing

respondents to identify the graph of an
equation. Under 15% of the 18- year-olds and
less than half of the 17-year-Olds identified
the proper graph. -About one in five of the
17-year-olds was able to write the equation

3 +7.10

X 3 7

3 12

iolvel'equation using
additive inverse

ifX<4.X+7<?

'convert Fahrenheit to
Centigrade

FIGURE 8. Results for Selected Exercises:''Equations and Inequalities
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EXHIBIT 2. Extreme ancl'Results- 'Graph of aDgEquation

Which ,:hart shows part of tfie graph of theequation x =

.

P.

Age 13
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8

0
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2
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1
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No response
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8

6

2 t

8 10
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a

for a horizontal line with a y-intercept o'f 2,
and one in ifve was able to draw a graph of a
given equation. Seventeen-year-olds were also
asked to give the slope and y-inteicept of a
particular equation when no graph was
shown. Sixteen percent successfully deter-
mined the slope and 12% gpe therproper
y-intercept.

4

Special Types of Fun

es

ns: Exponents
and Trigonome

Exponents ana trigonometrie functions are
special classes of functions having properties
that sret them apart from other functions:

3 3

Exponential. expressions are represented
graphically, by curves rather than Imes. The
trigonometric funiciions are the ratios of

certain sides of 'right triangles to spedifi ,ed
other skips: . e

0
/

22

The more sophisticated exponential ancrtngo-
nometric functions are generally taught in
intermediate idgebia, which is not studied by
a ority of` high school, students.-ReSults .

should uated in.light'of that fact.

Several National Assesiment exercises dealt
with the meaning of exponential expressions.
Fifty percent'.of the 13-year-old.qand 74% of
the 17-year-olds correctly stated that 43 = 64

c.
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esor 4 x 4 x 4. Percentag were lower 'for le..,ss-
Common expressions such as a number to the
zero -power (17%, at age 13 Ind 28% at 4e
17),.. a number to a fractional power (19% at
age 17) and a number to a negative power
(A0% at age 17).'Respondents were also asked
to give a value for a number expregsed in
sci title notation. Thirty-seven percent of
the 3-year-olds. 62% of the 17-year-olds and
49 %. kthe adults correctly chose 360 as the
value 3.6 x 102.

Other ex rcises measured the ability under-
stand rad signs and take square r ts. At
ages 13, 1 'end adult, 37%, 75% and 60%,
respectively, were able to give the square-root
of 16. Respondents had more difficulty in
finding a square root that was not perfect.
'Half of 'the 17 -year -olds and slightly more
thdri one-third of the adus correctly deter-
mined 'that 3.2 was closer to the square root
of 10 tha() 2.5, 2.7 or 3.8. Seventeen-year-
olds and adults were alsoasked to use .a table
of square roots. Seventeen percent cif the
17-year-o3ds and 1890 of the adults located
the square root of a two-digit number. A
smaller number, 8% at age 17 and 12% at
adult, found the square root of the same
number expressed in hundreds (two zeros
added to the two-digit number).

Questions about trigonotrietric functions were
asked only of 17-year-olds. Around 11% of
theme-year-olds were able to identify each of
thr"commor -trigonometric ftYnctions. Per-
centages of success on 'exercises, concerning
exponents and. tngonometrY are found in
Figure .9.

IN

Ma.thematical Logic

, .
Mathematics is.a logical system With each new
.part of The system building upon what went
before: formal logic is concerned with the
truth.or falsity of statements and the effect
that the' for of 'a statement has upon 4.s
truth or falsity. intOrmal logic, the type that

.:most people are familiaiwith,inVolves the use
of an orderly process bf reasoning to afrive at

-a problem's solutioh. 14,ationtil Assessment
1

A :

0

measured respondents' facility with informal

logic, considering mainly- their ability lo
determine relationships between various state-

mett.

A typical example of a logit exercise and
results for the exercise appear in Table 12.,,

:Hill the .17-year-olds and slightly over half
the adults determined the proper relationship.
One need not know any specific "rules" of
logic to solve this problem,-but one must
rigorously eliminate any alternatives where
there is not enough information to determine
the absolute truth or falsity of the statement.

A logic problem administered only to 13-
year -olds concerned the relative ages of child-.

ren. The problem was the following: "John is
4 years older than Ellen and Ellen is 11 years
younger than .Monica. Monica is 12 years old.
How old is John?" Seventy one percent of the
13-year-olds answered correctly that John was

15, A similar unreleased exercise about relative

ages 'using inequalities1(greater than, less than)
rather than actual numbers 'was answered
correctly by 54% of, the 9 -yeas-olds, 8190 of

TABLE 12. Percentages of Success for Typical
Logic Exercise

Which one of the statements below follows logically
from the sfatement.."All good driers are alert'"?

23

3 7

a.!

; .

sr:2) All alert persons are good
drivers.

C) Some alert persons ate not .

good drillers.

CDs A person who is not a good
driver is not alert,

40 A person who is not alert
is not a 'good driver.

Age 17,

24c,

10

14

50.

Adult ,

26%

9

56 ,1

<Z.) I don't knoyr.

No response +

equals rounded percents less than^ one.
tFigures may not add to .1007; due to rounding error,

0,



FIGURE 9. Results for Selected, Exercises: Exponential and Trigonometric Finictions
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FIGURE 10. Remits for.Selected Exercises: Logic
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the 13-year-olds, 849.sof the 17-year-olds and
75% of the adults. Percentages of success on
logic exercises are'presehted in Figure 10..

Summary

At all three age levels, respondents did best on
the logic exercises and on solving simple
equations knd inequalities. Thirteen-year-olds
had more diffieulWin solving equations in-
cluding multiplicat than those simply using
addition and sub action. Thirteen-year-olds
did not seem particularly familiar with manim,
illation of variables. Twenty-one percent suc-'
cessfully stated 'the price of two pounds of
apples at a4 per pound and one pound of
pears at pi per pound in symbOlic form; 14%
were able to multiply two fractions, one of
which had a variable in the numerator, and
12% correctly expressed y dollars divided
equally among four boys.

Adult .performience followed a pattern similar

to-that of the--13-year-olds; witbOtt highest
percentages of success on solving simple equa-
tions and inequalities and problems in logic.
Adults showed. greater ability than 13-year-

, -
olds on tWo exercises about manipulating
sym 7% of theedults successfullx multi-

;pbed the two ctioni, and 33% correctly

V.

expressed y dollars divided equally among
four boys.

Seventeen-year-olds experienced the most dif-
ficulty with exercises that were not assessed
at the other two age leivels exercises on
quadratic equations, zero, negative and frac-
tional exponents, logarithmic functions and
grap equations. Their performance on the
oth exercises showed the same pattern as at,

th ther ages although percentages of success
were generally higher. .

o provide a generalized summary of results
for variables and their relationships, overall

ians and overlap medians are presented in
able 13. These .summary statistics are subject'

to the limitations di,scussed in Chapter 1, page
Q. The overall median.give a feel for how
well an age level diti on all exercises; the
overlap medians provide a comparison of age
performance of different. age level on identi-

cal exercises.

As is evident from Table 13, nearly all of the
13-year-old and adult ,exercises were also
administered at age; 17. Seventeen-year-olds
had a distinct advantage on these ,"overlap"
exercises; the overall niediaih fbr 17-year-olds
was lowered by those exercises administered
only to 17-year-olds

25
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TABLE 13. Median and Overt*
.

Median Percntages
of Success Vanables Ind tionships Exercises

Age ,13 ge 17 Adult

Median per..emages of success ; 387 4'4/

Number of exercises summanzed (28) 150) (21 )

Age 13 -= Age 17 Ago 17 Adult

Oter lap median percentages
of success o. 39"', 67' b4-'r 49'7

Number of exercises summarized (1.4 ) 121) (21)

7
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) What are the chances of rolling a,seven? 0
drawing a fourth queen? Any good gam er

-,1 knows that he/has to use probability if e is
to win more often than he loses, altiugh he .

/ , may not cat it by tyhat naive. Businessmen .
and governMent officials use probability and
statistics/o "gamble" on a different level

i for example, to. predict next year's sales or to
i ' -estimate where government allocations will be

4 /
needed:

4,

./"

APT-R 5

-PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS s.) .

Although probability and statistics are closely
, allied, they are not one and the same thing.
Probability concerns the chances of an uncer-_
tam evenk happemmng.i Statistics is often sepa-
raZed onto two categories, descriptive and
inferen,trai statistics.Descripttve statistics in-
chides methods- bf describing large quantities
of data; inferential statistics uses concepts of
probability to draw conclusions about a large
group from a smaller subset or sample.of that

: group. \

,Proba bility of-Events it
Students often become acquaintedwi prob-
ability through simple experrments such as
flipping a,:cour or spinning a sriumer. After
they have empirically determined.the ratio of
the occurrence of a given event to the total
mambei of chances, they discover the general
principles for determining probability. .

When shown. a spurner wjth several different
eo bared sections, 40% at age 9, 55 t. at age 13
ands 65% at age 17 correctly stated that the

. color that occurred the most often on :the
spizriei _would be most likely lo be' sptin.. e
Respondents semdd to have sortie difficulty

1 .

.4

I'

in. recognizing that the number of attempts
does not affect the probability of a particular
occurrence. When asked 'to' determine the
probability of a certain outcome for a fairly
low -number of spins of a spinner, 23% of the'
9-year-olds, 35% of the I3- year -olds and 50%
of the 17- year -olds gave the correctanswer;
however, only 1% of the 9-year-olds, 6%* of

. the 13-year-olds and 18% of the 17-year-olds
gave the correct answer when the number of
attempts was increased three and one-third
times.

Several awssment exercises involved 'the
probabilities of coin flipping. Ofsourse, coin
flipping is an excellent example of probability
because for each event there are only two
possible outcomes, heads or, tails, and only
one'cao occur. Fifteen' percent of the 13.
year-olds; 2790 of the 17-year-olds and 36% of
the adults stated that thdre is a 50-50 chance
of getting "heads" on the fourth toss of. a .

coin if the previous tosses have resulted in
two "heads" and one "tails." Asked the

result if several coins Were tossed at
the same time, 41% at age 9,..65%at age' 13" ,

and 68% at age 17 correctl, determined that
half the coins should show heads .and half
tails. A .more difficult- problem involyed the
chances of all'the coins tossed showing tstie
sarrie results. Orr1S7 3% of the 17-year-olds and
5% of the adults answered this problem
correctly1

.

Two exercises .cofiatmed the, possibility of
selecting a particular object from a varied
assortment. Approximately 1 in 10 (11%)'-at
age 13 correctly stated, that there was, l in 6

an rechoice of drawing a red button first from an
assortment of one red and five black buttons.

27.

I



color most likely to be
spun

probability of serum
outcorriq givan number
of teats .

probability of c*tain
outcome when nilfroor of
trials increased by 3 1/3

probability of hurls oii
fourth toss of coin

Probable result if savors(
coins toms) at once

probability pf tcas of
stye ral. arms simultane-
ously showing same result

Probability of drawing
red button

prob./46rt of drawing
cattsin ping pong ball

f ,

FIGURE 11. Results for Selected Exerctsei: Probabil9 of Events
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Twenty-seven 'pertent at age 13, 49% at age.
17 and 53% at adult correctly determine4 the

-chaNes dralytiga particular ping pong ball
from an assortment.

.

Figure 11 shows 'results to-ttie exert .
discussed in this. sectiOn: Pereentag of sui....
cess for, these exeraiaes--4-etle high; no
more tlian two-thirds of the ndents
responded correctly' on any of these erases
and mos the percent.lge of

rises was co erably Power.N

41#

eenbutations and Combinations
,

A permutation is the number of different -

arrangements. that can be made of a certain\
number of elements {either some or all) of a
'set. A combination, on the other hand, icriot
Concerned with the arrangement or order of
the elements but merely with the number of
different combinations that can be made from
a specific number of elements of a given set.
For example, the n4umber of ways three
people can arrange ''themselves in going
through a line is a permutation. The number
of gaine", five basketball teams have to play .iri

. .

. <

M.

.

order that each team plays all the other teams
°noels a combination.

In answer to the question about the possible
pei-mutations three people going through a
line, 30% o the 13-year-olds, 47% of the
17-year-ol and 23% of the nrittlfs correctly
answered that there were six arrangements.
4n exercise administered only to 17-Year-olds
concerned factorials,' which are used to solve
permtnation and combination problems. A
small percentage of the 17-year-olds, 4%, gave
the proper value for a- number written in
factoridl notation (e.e.:3! = ?).

A cembination problem similar to the exam -
pleabout the basketball teams was adinin-
isterea-tra--1.7.year-olds aneidults. Five per-
cent at both age levels got th-eproblem right.
Twenty-fotr percent-of the 17 -year Ids and
2070' of the adults evidently squared the
numbgr ofele ents to reach their answer; 9%

at age 17 an 1A-..-tit adult divided the
number of elemen in other question
concerned the number of ca tions pbs-
sible on a combination lock with l -dials;
19% of the 17- year -olds and 17% of the
answered successfully. Eighteen percent at ag

\
FIGURE 12. Results-for Selected exergises: Permutations and Combinations ,
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17 and 29% at. adult responded with "I don't
know." Figure 12 displays results for thesej exercises. S. to results for the previous
section, es of success are not high.

it

A

Statistics

"Exercises in this section involved definition of,
some elementary statistical terms. The stitis-
tics. taught in elementary., and -secondary
schools are primarily descriptive statistics;
inferential statistics are not ordinarily intro-
duced until the college level.

`Thirty-eight percent of the '13-year -olds, 66%
of the. 17-year-olds and 69% of the adults
properly computed a simple average. Nineteen
pelv.e.tat age 1,7 and 38% at adult solved a
problem using a weighted average. Median did
not seem to be as familiar a term as average;
12% at age 13, 15% at age 17 and 18% at
adult Correctly identified the median of a
series of numbers. .

ti

" ' 4 ^ I

In a4other de iticinal ex ise, 69% of the
17-y4r-olds a& 66% of adults correctly
selected 'the grotip showing the widest range
for a n characteristic l Percentages of
suc these exercises )appear in 1! figure

Summary 1 ,

Respondents 'did not ap extremely farnil-
.

. iar with concepts of probability and statistics.
: Results were under 0%. for all ex

summarized in this sectio

Thirteen-year:olds had their greatest percent,
age of ,correct responses, 55%, on two probe-
bility exercises: choosing the color most
likely to be spun and determining how many

'cOins would probably come up the same if a
number of coins were tossed at the same time.
Seventeen-year-glas and adults did best on the
questidn about:the widest range for a given

. characteristic and on determining a simple
'average.

compute a simple average

nesulis for Selectaii Exercises: Statistics
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On m ost of the probability and statistics
exercises, adults ikacl a slight advantage over
17-year-olds. The, adult advantage tended to
be on exercises about chances or probabilities.
Adult pr dormance was cloto-intbelow_that
of 17-year-olds 'on exercises about permuta-
tions and combinations.

Table 14 pregents median percentages and
overlap median percentages for 17-year-olds
and adults. The number of 13-year-old exer-
cises was'. to small to allow meaningful
summaries.

I.

A ;

\
Tit.BLE 14. Median and Overlap Median Percentages

of Success Probability and Statistics Exercises

Age 17 Adult
. .. 1.

Median percentages of success 277y 325%
-----. -:

umbsr of exercises summarized 1171 - (121 :'

Overlap median percentaget
o1 success

Age 17 Adult

29% 32%

Number a exercises summarized (12) - )

45
31

"ar

..
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CHAPTER 6

CONSUMER MATHEMAINCS

In times such as the present, when income
never seems to keep up with the rising rate of
inflation, the consumer mere than ever needs
mathematical skills. Comparing the advan-
tages of cash and credit purchases, computing
unit costs and determining quantities to buy
are all common applications of consumer
mathematics. Many of the mathematical skills
needed, such as the ability to compute, to use
percents, to make measurements and to con-
vert measurement units/ have been discussed
in previous chapters. The exercises presented
here deal with situations that might be en-
counteed by the consumer. All of the items
are in word-problem format, so a person must
determine the' process to use before beirinmg
calculations.

Also included in this chapter are exercises
involving graphs and tables. Graphs and tables
provide information a:in a wide variety of
subjects, from the stock market to sports
statistics. The alert consumer should be able
to-read and interpret such information.

The consumir-nrathematics exercises were
administered primarily to 17-year-old and
adult respondents. First, the situations were
not considered particularly relevant to 9- and
13-year-old concerns;. second; many of the
necessary mathematical skills are first intro-'
duced in the upper elementary grades and
proficiency at ages 9 and 13 would not be
expected.'

-NO

Resuly for selected consume athematics exercises
are, presented in this chapter. More detailed data on
the consumer-Mathematirs eertises are-found in the
report Consumer Math Selected Results From the
First National Assessment of Mathematics. Report
04-MA-01 (*Washington, D.C. Government Printing
Office, 1975).

t

Consumer Situations .

Several exercises required respondents to
make cost comparisons. For example, in one
item the cash price for an automobile
($2,850) and the credit price (S400 down and
SSO per month for three years) were given
and respondents had to determine how much
more would be paid using credit. Fifty-six
percent of the 17-year-olds' and 68% of the
adults correctly replied that the. difference
was $430.

Approximately one-half of the respondents at
age 13, three-fourths at age 17 and close to 9
out of 10 of the adult respondents correctly
stated the prite difference between a 10% and
a 15% discount on a $100 item. Fifty-six,
percent of the adults correctly figured the
difference between a 3% and 4% sales tax for
a car costing $2,760.00.

A typical supermarket cost=parison item
appears in Table 15. At all ages (13;17
and adult) the majority of respondents picked
the largest size as having the lowest cost per
ounce. Thirteen percent of the 13-yea-olds
and 10% of the 17-year-olds evidently
thought that lowest price per ounce meant
lowest price.

A similar exercise involved comparing unit
costs for various-sized cans of tuna fish. After
makin a round estimate about which can
would be the .best buy, respondents were
asked give a specific cost-per-ounce esti-
mate for each can. Forty percent of the
17-year-olds and 45% of the adults correctly
determined the can that sold for the lowest
cost per ounce, 46%.at both ages 17 and adult
incorrectly selected the largest can as selling

I



TABLE 15. Exercise and Results for
Cost-Comparison Item

A housewife will pay the lowest- price per ounce for
rice if she buys it at the store which offers

CZ) 12 =ices for 40

Age 13 Age 17 Adult

cents. 13--( 10

C> 14 ounces for 45
cents. 4 9 5

4111111 1 pound, 12 ounces
for 85 cents. ZS 34 39

CD 2 poundg for 99
cents. 46 4t 4"

CD ',don't know. 3 4

,:o response 1-

'Plus equals rounded percents less than.one
'Figures may not add to 100' due to rounding error

for the lowest cost per ounce. Respondents
were more successful in making specific unit;,
price estimates for each can. For 17-year-olds
and adults, percentages of correct responses
were 66% and 75% for the smallest can, 63%
and 66% for the medium-sized can And 55%
and 59% for the largest can. Figure 14
provides a comparison of results for the
exercises discussed above.

-Taxes

Taxes are a fact of life for most adult
Americans. Although' they cannot be avoided.
everyone -should be able to calculate his taxes
so as not to pay more than his fair share.

National Assessment asked adults to use a
portion of the federal income tax tables to
determine the correct tax on a given income
for a married couple claiming three exethp-
tions. Fifty-five percent, or slightly over half,
respknded with the correct tax. About 10%

.0

used the table for two r4ther than three
exemptions and another 13% responded with
-I don't know.", Although not all American
adults use the .federal tax tables, it appears'

. somewhat- surprising that 45% of the adults
ages Z6-35 have difficulty in reading tax
tables intended for their use.

Thirteen-.'17-year-old and adult respotidents
used a sales tax table to find the tax on
several different amounts. When asked totive
the tax on an amount listed on the table,
one-half of the 13-year-olds. three-fourths of
the 17-year-Olds and four-fifths of the adults
were able to do so. However, when asked to

- give the tai for al/ amount higher than thost
listed on the table, 7% at age 13, 30% at age
17 and 60% at adult were successful.

47
34

"

A question on property taxes was answered' s

correctly. by 40% of the 17- year -olds and 56%
of the adults. In this problem, the tax per
$1.000 of assessed value add the assessed
value of a house were given, and respondents
determined what the tax would be. Figure 15
displays results for these tax problems.

Simulated Consum. er Transactions

A number of assessment items were designed
to simulate consumer situations more closely
than could be done with paper-and-pencil
items, For example, 9- and 13-year-olds were
asked to make change for a purchase; 17-
vear-olds and adults were asked to balance a
checkbook and fill out a time card. ,

The 9- and 13-year-olds Were told to pretend
that they were sales clerks and that the
"customer" (the assessment administrator)
wented to buy a softball. wenty-six percent
of the 9-year-olds and 72% of the 13-year-olds
returned the correct change from two dollars.
(The price of the item was slightly over a
dollar.)

Nearly one-third of the 17-year-olds and
almost half the adults.correctly calculated a



FIGURE 14. Results for Selected Exercises: donsiimer Situations
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Results for Selected tercises: Taxes

Federal Pnconse Tiff Viiatra
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"week's pay from a tine card showing
-out times -and an hourly rate of p An
additional 48% at age 17 and 42% at adult
used a 'correct procedure but madd,a mistake
in calculation. People seemed to know how to

9 use a time card but apparently needed to
exercise greater care in completing computa-
tions.

Seventeen-year-old and adult respondents
were asked to balance a checkbook. Each
respondent received a bank statement, a
check register and cancelled tcks. In recon-
ciling the statements, a subt 'ob error.and
a deposit error had to be corrected, and
service charges and an outstanding check had
to be included Respondents were also asked
whether they hid ever had a checking account.
and, if so, whether thei.had ever balanced a
checkbook.

Sixteen percent of the 17-yearolds stated
that they had a checking account at some
time, but only 9% of the 17-year-olds had
actually balanced their own account. Among
the adults, 87% had or had had a checking

account, and 7296 stated that they had bal-
anced a checkbook.

The small number of 17-year-olds having
actual experience with balancing a checkbook
Undoubtedly accounts for their low percent-
ages of success; on this exercise:. '1% of ell
ltlyear-olds gave the correct balance. Sixteen
percent of the adults, balanced the check-
book a substantial increase over the 17-

4year-olds but still not a large percentage*
considering the tumber whdhabd at some time
balanced a checkbook. Figure 16 shows per-

;ormance levels on these three exercises.

36

43

Reading and Innipreting Graphs and Tables.

Graphs and tables are often used) m news-
papers, and popular 'magazines to simplify
presentation of large amounts of data. Th
data may cover any subject economic 44--
casts, medical research, sports statistics, to
name a few. The consumer must understand
how to read and interpret graphs and tables or
the data will not be useful to him.



FIGURE 16. Results for Selected Exercises: Simulated 'Consumer Transactions
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Bar 'graphs, pictographs (using symbols) and
line graphs were included in the assessment,
exercises. Nine-fgear-olds read a bar graph
showing weights of several children and chose
the child weighing most, the child weighing!.
least and the child weighing closest to a
specified amount. Eighty-nine percent son,:
rectly identified the heaviest child; and 9ita

the lightest child: Finding the blar-doiest to a
specific number appeared more difficult, with
61% of the 9-year-olds selecting the right

,
,

Thirteen-year-olds saw .a pictograph that
showed the rural populations of nine regions
in the United States and`were asked to name
the two regions with the largest rural popula-
tions. Seventy -rime percent at age 13 correct-
ly named the two regions; an additional 13%
correctly named the one region with the
largest 'rural population.

Respondents at ages 17 and adult used a
pictograph depicting federal education grants
for a five-year period' to determine the year, in
which grants dropped. Seventy-seven percent
of the 17-year-olds and 78% of the adults
selected the correct year. The 17-year-olds
and adults were less successful at determining
the year in phich the largest profits Were
made when shown a hde graph displaying

37
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income and expenses forseveral years: 50% of
the 17-year-olds and 58% of the adults chose
the right year. The largest number of incor-
rect responses 38% at age 17 and 24% at
adult were the year in which both income
and expense were highest, indicating that
some respondents may have had difficulty
with the word profit.

Respondents at the' upper, three age levels
used a mileage table, of the type found in
road atlases, to ftand the distance between two
cities. Fifty -one percent of the 13-year-olds,
64% of the17-year-olds and 71% of the adults
gave the correct distance. A fairly prevalent
mistake, made by 15% of the, 13- year- olds,

21% of the 17-year-olds and 16% of the
adults, wait° attempt to subtract the.,entries
for the two cities in some Manner. Results for
these .exercises on reading and interpreting
graphs and tables appear in Figure 1r1.

Summary

It is difficult to summarize performance on
the consumer-math exercises as the exercises
were all quite different and demanded differ-
ent types of skills. There was no one type, of
exercise 'upon which people did- better or,
Worse than otheri although percentages of
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FIGURE 17. Results for Selected Exe ices. Reading and Interpreting Graphs and Tittles I
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success tended to be higher on exercises such
, as reading sales tax from a:table and lower on

those requiring cotnputation with percents.
o.

The following examples illustrate the range of
success for each age level and also provide
some indication of relative levels of perform-
ance across age levels. Thirteen-year-old
'results ranged from 4b% to 54% on four
exercises about reading sales tax from a table.
One out of four 13-year-olds correctly deter-
mined which package of rice had the lowest
cot per ounce, but under 1 in 12 %)

(-----' figured out the money amount of a,discdunt
that was' shown as a percent of a total
amount.

At age,17, results on the sales-tax exercises

/.
38

i
100%

went from 75% to 79%. Appronmately one-
third of the .17-year-olds correctly chose the
rice package with the lowest price per ounce
and 36% were able to give the money amount
of the discount.

Adult percentages of success went from 78%
to 82% on the sales-tax exercises. Thirty-nine
percent of the adults selected the rice package
with the lowest unit cost/ and 66% (two-
thirds) gave the correct amount of discount.

I,

J.A.r 1,

)

Seventeen-year-91d performance was above
that Of ,13-year-olds, and adult performance
was higher .than that of 17-year-olds. on the
majority of the consumer-math items. Median
percentages and over lip median percentages
are shown in Table 16. .

, -
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TABLE 16. Median and Overlap Median Percentages of Success

Consumer-Mathen4tics- Exercists .

Median percentages of success

Number of exercises summarized

Age 13 Age 17 Adult

49% 54% 62%

f14) (34) (41)

Age 13 Age 17 Age 177 Adult,:

.v.

1/

Overlap median percentages
of success 47% 66% 54% 61%

Number of exercises summarized . (12) (12) (34) (34)

4f

1./

.4 1
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CHAP) R 7

SUMMARY

We have seen how young Americans perform
in various branches of mathematics. HoW qlo
we evaluate their abilities? First, we can
examine their performances in the different
content areas. Second, we can observe the
results for the various population groups,
noting which groups consistently deviate from
national levels and the extent .of their devia-
tion. To deteprrine the branches 6f mathe-
matics in which people experienced the great-
est and least success, the six content areas
were . ranked by ,median percentages of suc-
cess. At all ages, people did best on measure-
ment and numbers and numeration, Relative
performance on each of the content areas is
shown in Table 17.,

Nine-year-olds, 13-year-olds and 17 -year -olds
showed the same relative performance on all

'"1 1

the content areas, with the single exception,
that 17-year-olds had greater success on num-
bers and numeration. The pattern of results
was similar for adults although their perform-
ance in consumer math was slightly better
than that for geometry. A caution is in order.
Again, sets of exercises are not the same and
thus, the medians are not absolute numbers
that can be compared. The numbers are
meaningful on/ insofar as the reader recog-
nizes and take cognizance of their limita-
tions.

What do these numbers mean? They simply
mean that on the otttnrises the National
Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP)

designated as "measurement," people did
considerably better than on exercises desig-'
nated as "variables and relationships." The

4

TABLE 17. Rank Order of Median National Percentages by Content Area

. .
Measurement

Number of exercises summarized

Numbers and numeration
Number of exercise summanzed

Age 9

46%
(35)

38
(74)

Age 13

63%
(35)

60
(86)

, Age 17

, 65%
(29)

70
(74)

Adult

73% .
(29)

65
(44).

Geometry 28 51 57 53

Number of exercises summarized (39) (37) (37) (29)

Consumer math 49 54 62

Number of exercises summarized (14) (34) . (41)

Variables and relationships -39 38 ' 49

Number of exercises summarized (28) (50) (24-)
. --

Probability and statistics * 27 32

Number of exercises summarized (17) ! (12)
en

. 6

ThereAvere not enough exercises in this content area for a meaningful summary. .

..* -

41
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exercises chosen by NAEP represent th
content area to the best of our ability;
howe%er, they may not be in au:ord with the

'-' reader's concept of ttie content area.

In addition to wmparing results for content
areas, we can make age-leVel comparisons
using overlap medians to examine perform-
ance at consecutive age levels on identical
exercises (see 'fable 81.

From ages 9 to 13 and 13 to 17 there was, as
would be expected,, an increase in perform-
ance at the older age levels. The greatest
increase from age 9 to 13 was in the numbers
and numeration content area. From age 1'3 to
17, the greatest jump was in the section
dealing with variables and relationships. The
difference in performance between 17-year-
olds and adults was not as consistent. Adults
held an-advantage on measurement, consumer
math and probability and statistics. Seven-
teen-5ar-oldS showed the greatest advantage
in variables and . relationships, they also
outperformed adults in geometry and in

umbers and numeration.

Reporting Groups

In addition to reportingriational performance
levels, National ssossment, provides results
for various groups within tlfe national popula-
tion. Results are reported for sex, race, region
of the country, size and type of community
and level of parental education. The differ-
ences in achievement among these groups
provide an indication Of areas of strength and
weakness in American education.

The National Assessment r6Porting groups are
defined as follows:

Sex
. .

Results presented for males and females.

Race

Currently, resfilts are reported for blacks and
whites. r

hi

TABLE Pi. Overlap Median National Percentages by Content Area
.

Age 9 Agee1.3 Age 13 Age 17 Age 17,-- Adult

Numbers and numeration
`umber of exercises suminented

Measurement 45 -
Number of exercises summarized_. 221

29'7
1'431

S;eontetr. 28
`umber ot ecertisessummanted (27)

( onsumer math
Number of exelttses summanzed

Variables and relationships
`umber ot exercises summarized

Proksability and statistics
Number of exercises summarized

' 80'7 . 517 7'''', 6,95 63 q
C431 (670 1671 (43) (43)

,73 '5.1 78 65 'TX
(221 (191-* (19) (29) (29)

58 47 70 60 53
(27); (29) (29) (2q) (29)

''.-'\.47 66 54 61
(12) (12) 134). ' (34)

39 '64 49
(24 (24) (21) (21)

29 32
(12) (12)

*,Vumber ot ererases was not sufficient for summarT purposes.

S.



Region

The country has been. divided .into four
regions Southeast. West. Central and North-
east.. The states that are included in each
region are shown in Exhibit 3.

4.

Parental Education

Four categones of parental education are
defined by National Assessment. These cate-
gones m'Aude: (1) those whose parents have
had no high school education, (2) those who
have at' least .Qpe parent with some high
school education, (3) those who have at least

one parent, who graduated from high school
and .(4) those who have at least one parent
who has had some post-high school education.

Size and Type of toinmunity

Community types are identifjeel both by the
size of the community and by the type of
employment of the majonty of people in the
community.

--High metro, Areas ui or around cities with a
population greater than 200.000 where a high
proportion of the residents are mprofeasional
or mariagenat positions.. .

Law .metro. Areas in or around cities with a
population greater than 200,000 where a high

, proportion of the residents are on welfare of
lik-e not regularly employecl.

.

Extreme rural. Areas witha population under
10,0;00 where , most of the residents are
farmers or farm workers. -

Urban fringe, Communities wi lain the metro.-
pohtan area of a city wi a population

,greater than 200,000, outside the dity limits
and not in the high- or low-metro groups.

Main big city, Communities wit the city
limits of a city with' a popula on over
200,000 and not included in the high- or
low-metro groups.

Medium city. Cities with populations between
25;000 and 200,000,

EXHIBIT 3. National Assessment Geographic Regions
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Small places. (ommumtLes with a population
of less than 25,000 and not uJthe extreme-
rural group.

4

Results for each of the reporting gro ps are
idiscussed in terms of difference m. the

national performance. Thus, some oups will
naturally be above the national leNel and
others below. However, if certain groups
consistently perform above or below the
nation, this may be evidence of educationil
dispantits, which might bear further investiga-
tion.

*IP

Group Differences From the
National Percentage

In a given .set of exercise- (e.g., all mathema-
.ics a group achievement can be

summarized conveniently by examining its
differences from national percentages of suc-
cess. If a group's percentage is lower than the
national per"cenge, the difference is express-
ed as a negative number; otherwise, it is a
positive number. For example, if 70% of the
nation's 9-year-olds correctly answer a given
exercise while 13% of the 9-year-olds in the

Northeast correctly answer the same exercise,
the Northeast difference is +3.

If we 'wish to-discuss Northeast performance
across ,a number of exercises; the single mpst

,useful numbetys the median difference. How-
ever, a more complete picture of a groups
typical performance emerges from examina-
tion of the entire range' of differences or,
more conveniently, the middle 50% of the
exercise differences. Th9/ group summary
exhibits in this chapter(aePict not only the
median diffeiences for each group, but the
range including the middle 50% of the exer-
cise differences as well.

Since different sets of exercises were present-
ed to individuals of different ages, the number
of exercises or exercise parts for which group
differences have been computed vanes across
the fc4i.r age levels.

Exhibit 4 presents a sample plot of group
differences at age 9. Differences on all exer-
cises included range from +12 to -14, but
since only the' middle half of the differences
are shown, the bar is plotted from only +3 to
-7. The median difference; -3, is indicated by

. the horizontalline crossing each bar.

EXHIBIT 4. Sample Graph. Differences From National Percentages of Success
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Group Performance

Sex

Male and female mathematical abilities
appeared much the same at ages 9 and 13, but
by ages 17 and adult, males exhibited a
definite advantage. This advantage increased
in all content areas from. age 17 to adult.
Table 19 presents , the median difference of
male and female percentages ;from national
percentages for each of the content areas and
fki. all the mathematics exercises. At ages 9,
1 and 17, males showed the greatest advan-

tage over females on the measurement and
geometry content areas 'while at the adult
level, the divergence in male and female
performance was largest for the geometry and
for the.. variables and relationships content
areas.

Figure 18 displays the 'Median difference- and
the range of differences for Hales and females
on all the mathematics at each age
level.

*Although the generali
true in every"' case,

es not hold
males tended .

TABLE 19. M_ale-Fema e Median Dit erences From Natienal Performance
tent Area-

Overall
Male
Female
;Cumber of exercises summarized

umbers and n eration
Male
Female
Number of exercises summarized

Mthrsurement
Male
Female
Number of exersesNioimanzed

Geomar)
Male
Female
Number of ex

Age 9 Age IS Age 17 Adult

0 7

-Q 7
11631

.

-0.6
06,

1.7
-1.6
(35)

rcises summarized

Variables and elationslups
Male
1 e..rna/e
Number o exercises summarized

Probabd a ndista
Male
Fe' ale
Number of exercises summarized

Consumer math
Male
Female
Number of exercises summarized

1.0
1

(39)

4

.

0.4_1,

-0.4-

. V

13
-2.2

(111), .:* (245)
-a .

10.5 1.5

0,4 -1 4

. (86) 174)

.

5,4
-5.0

(179)

4.4
-4.1
(44)

2.1 4.2 4A
-2.2 -3.6 -3.8

(35) (29) (t9)

1.5 4,8 t.5
-1.4 -4.6 -6.1

(-37) (37) (29)

-0.2 1.2. 6.4

0.2 -1.2 / -6.0
(28) (50) (21)

1.5 4.9,
-1.5 -4.6
(1'7) (12)

.

02 2.6 4,8

-0.2 -2.6 -4.4

(14) (34) (41)

Th'ere Kure not enough exercuct in thu content area for a nieaningful summary.
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FIGURE 18..DtHe
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to have 'facility with different types of exer-
cises. Females were beet at completing strictly
computational exercises in which the opera-
tion to be used was giver; in the problem. At
the upper age level§, this advantage extended
to calculations with rational numbers. Males,
on the other hand, showed the greatest
advantage at ages 9 and ,13 in using a ruler and
a thermometer at the-smallet intervals and in
Making measurement conversions. The male
advantage at ages 17 and adult was most

.marked on exercises aboilt using metric units,
using a protractor to measure angles and
figuring area and volume.

Ream,

Blacks were at a disadvantage in stil areas pf
the mathematics assessment, a disadvantage

46

. .. .

mthat was ore marked at the upper age level.s./.
'The difference in black and white perform,
ance was greatest at. ages. 9`; 13 and 17 on the
measurement section, the section in which
national 'mediin percentages were, in general,.
highest (see Table 17). At thea13-year-old and
adult levels, the diff -ces for the consumer -

mathematics conten areas were quite .similar
into those for te ment, content area.

Table 20 .givpi.. mod* differences in group
performance for blacks and whites in -each
content area for each age level. It,shOld. be
remenibered that, although thb difference in
black and white performance is least on the
probability and Atatistici _exercises, national
performance on these exercises was lower,
restricting the size of possible differences. -

Figure 19 displays the median differences and
.

distribution of tile black and white group

$
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TABLE 20. illack*White Medial? Differences From National Performance
by Content Area

-Overall
Black
White
Number of exercises summarized

Numbers and numeration
Black
White
Number of exercises summarized

Measurement
Black.
White
Number of exercises summanzed

Geometry
Black
White
Nuinber of exerases summarized

VAiables and reladbnships
Black
White
Number of exercises summarized

Probability and statistics
Black
White
Number of ex,ercises summarized

Consumer math
Black . .
White
Number of exercises summarized

.
There were not enough exercises in this content area for a meaningful summary.

_ .

Mel Age 13 Age 17 -- Adult

-12.9 '48.5 -21.0 -24.5 ow.

2.9 3.9 a 4.0
9(163) (211) (245) ( 17.9)

-14.9 -17 9 -2Q.8 -22.8

3,3 , 3.7 4 3k 3.2

(74) ($6) (74) (44)

-17.0 -22.2 -24,3 .

3.6 4.1. 4.9 .4.3

(35) (35) (29) (29)

'
-5.6 -19.k -22.6 -23.7

1.3 '3.9 . 4.0 4.0
(39) (37) 37)

.18.3 -22.6
4.0 '3.4 3.4

(28) (50) (21),

*5 -12.7 -16.5
2.4 2.7
(17) (12)

-21.0 -22.3 -25.6
5.2 4.0 4.2

(14) (34) (41)

differences from national performance for
each exercise in,theimathematiCs assessment.

The types of exercises/that each grofip did-
well and poorly on are not so clearly defined
as in the male-fmale 'differences; however,
sane: observations can lie made. Black per
fonriarice tended to be closest to that of the
nation when *tiliiigalk percentages were very
low of veiy 'high very easy of very' hard

exercises). For example, black 1year-offs
were fairly successful *(i to 5 perceniige
points below whites) on such tthiligs as ideriti-.1,

fying a circle; adding 3+ 0 and'. adding

38 + 19. pn exercises such as identifying 'an
.ellipse or con,verting.from degrees Fahrenheit

to degrees Centigrade, the national 13-year-
,old level of performance was under 5%. Thus,
On such exercises the black deficit. could not
be more 'than 5 percentagepoints.

Black 9-year-olds performed furthest below
' the nation on identifying half inches marked

on a ruler and on drawing hands on.a.clock to
-.represent 4 specific time; black 1g-year-olds
shed large (over 30-perc entage-point) defi-

-cits, on exercises about setting a thermometer,
ideritifying 3/4 , inch marked on a ruler an5I

:'.

. .

).
-
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FIGURE 19. Differences From National Performance on all Math Exercises by Race

e,

giving geometric names for common shapes.
Black 17-year-olds and adultS had consider-
able difficulty compared to whites in giving
geometric names for common shapes, convert-
ipg feet to yards,- figuring square feet and
using map'scales.

s

Region

Patterns of difference in regional peiformance
shifted somewhat with the age of the respon-
dents. Performance in the Southeast' was
below that df.the nation at all age levels in the

, .
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mathematics assessment (as it has been in
most learning areas, .assessed by National.
,Assessment'); but the differinte was smaller
at the adult level 'than for the school-age :
groups.- In contrast, performance in the
Northeast was 'above-The nation at ages 9, 13
and 17 but became very close to the national
level for,adults.

The difference la school -age and adult per-
formance was not as noticeable in the C*ritral
and Westegions. Adults. in the Central region
showed a smaller advantage above the nation

r

Update on Education A Digest of the National
Assessment of Educational Progress (.Denyer, Colo.:
Education Comnilision of the States, 2675).

. .

,than did their 9-, 13- and 17-year-old.counter-
parts; Western adults -pf_iformed above the
natiwial level while 0-, 13- and 17-year-olds
living in the West did ZIA. Figure 20 displays a.
the median difference and the range of
differences from national performance on all
mathematics exercises for each region at each
age level.

Parental Education

Ngtioal Assessment uses the level of eduta-,
don attained by one's parents .as oneform of
socioeconomic measure. Results from pre- '
-vious assessment's have Aildicated that the
education level of one;s4parents is related to-
one's own academic achievement. '

FIGURE 20. Differences From National Performance oh all MatkExercises by Region
. ,
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Figure 21 meows median differences and the
rang of dilfereices in performance on all
ithematics exercises for each' parental-
education group at each age level. At all ages,
performance was below that of the nation for
both those with neither(( parent having any

-high school education and for those with one
or both parents having soma high school
education without having graduated. Those
with at least one parent who graduated from
high school performed very' close to national
levels and those -with-At least one parent
having some type of post-high school educa-
tion performed consistently above national
levd1s.

School-age respondenfs in the nothigh-school-
'education and some- high - school - education
groups' dropped further below the nation at
ages 13 and 17. A similar pattern was evident
for the graducqeci-high-school group. Perform-
ance of the post.high-schoolsroup, which was
above that .of the nation at all age levels,
showed an increase from 'age 9 to 13 and a
fairly consistent level from age 13 to 17.

i.esults for adults differed somewhat from the
pattern for 9-, 13- and 17:year-olds. Adults in
the two lower parental-educttion groups gen-
erally were not as far below the national level
as their 13- and 17-year-old counterparts. The

F1611RE 21. Differences From National Performance on all-Math Exercises by.Parental Education
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graduated- 'and post-high-school adults
showed a better perfdrmance relative to the
nation than did 13- and 17 -wear -olds m these
groups.

Size and Type of Community

As another indicator of respondents' back-
grounds. National Assessment identifies seven
different community types. Three extreme
types of community thigh metropolitan, low
metropolitan and extreme rural are defined
by size of.community and type of occupation
of the majority of people in the community.
See t section entitled Reporting Grdups.

page 42. for complete definitions.

'10

`,S $

,5

10

IS

Figure 22 presents the median difference and
the range of differences in performance for
each of the community groups at each age
level. The high-metropolitan respondents per-
formed above the nation at all age levels;
however, the advantage was not as marked for
9-year-olds. The advantage above the no
for the hit+04;natco respondents 'VirtiI Fly
identical at the three upper age levels. The
low-metro group results were substantially
below those for the nation at all age levels.
Median differences for 13-, .17-year-olds and
adults were quite similar, but the deficit for
the low-metro 9-year-olds was .smaller than
for the other age levels. Results for the urban
fringe were consistently above those for the
nation, while those for the extreme-rural and

FIGURE 22. Differences From National Performance on all Math Exercises by Size and Type of Community
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cga4/sin- big -city groups were consistently
. elow

Conclusion

In presenting data from the mathematics
assessment National As,sessment described
the status of thq, rpathematiodl abilities of
certain groUps of people at a particular point
in time. The data describe the conditions that
existed; they do not supply value judgments
regarding those conditions.

After surveying the data, we can make some
generalizeations about American mathematical
abilities. People tended to do best on skills
such as ordering numbers, completing compu-
tations and making measurements. They
showed less ability dithe areas of .variables
and relationships and probability- and statis-
tics. This raises the following questions: How
'much mathematics does the average citizen
need to function adequately in today's world?
Are variables and relationships or probability
and statistics that relevant to the ordinary
person's needs? Such questions immediately
gene,* other questions. Who is the "average
citizen"? What does "function adequately"
involve? These are philosophical issues that
can only be answered in light of each reader's
background `and experience. However, such

I

POVIERNiegm? Ilhoch/raCer,ct lent gal 7734 011

questions should be Itept m mind when
evaluating the implications of National Assess-
ment data.

The disparities in g performance also
raise questions to be inv tigated. As in other
learning areas assessed y National Assess-
ment, blacks, persons living m the Southeast,
peYsons whose parents had little or no high
chool education and persons living in low-

metropolitan communities performed conisis-
. tentlk below the nation as a whole. Are these

differences. in performance 'inevitable? The
differences in performnce between the
-various regional and . parental-education ,

groups decreased at the adult level, however,
for blacks and females the differences increas-
ed fO the 17-year-old and adult respondents.
Are the,schools acting to change or to
reinforce established patterns of group, per-
formance?

<

National As:,sestinent hopes that readers will.
use the data compiled 'in the mathematics
assessment to ask additional questions about
the effectiveness of mathematics education
and to institute research into factors influenc-
ing achievement. Data on present abil4y levels
can be used to monitor changes in mathema-
tics performance and to establish a reference
point from which to chart future directions in.
American education.
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